Effect of spectral envelope smearing on speech reception. I.
The effect of reduced spectral contrast on the speech-reception threshold (SRT) for sentences in noise and on phoneme identification, was investigated with 16 normal-hearing subjects. Signal processing was performed by smoothing the envelope of the squared short-time fast Fourier transform (FFT) by convolving it with a Gaussian-shaped filter, and overlapping additions to reconstruct a continuous signal. Spectral energy in the frequency region from 100 to 8000 Hz was smeared over bandwidths of 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1, 2, and 4 oct for the SRT experiment. Vowel and consonant identification was studied for smearing bandwidths of 1/8, 1/2, and 2 oct. Results showed the SRT in noise to increase as the spectral energy was smeared over bandwidths exceeding the ear's critical bandwidth. Vowel identification suffered more from this type of processing than consonant identification. Vowels were primarily confused with the back vowels /c,u/, and consonants were confused where place of articulation is concerned.